What seems to motivate the current Romantikwelle is a desire to broaden the notion of a literary heritage which is in keeping with the spirit of socialism, yet which also allows for a greater expression of individualism and leaves room for the irrational or at least for the emotional. It seems to reflect simultaneously a reassessment of Classicism, especially the figure of Goethe and thus suggests a parallel in The opening essay of the collection (Ulrike Krenzlin, "Romantik -zur Definition") is far too broad to satisfy specialists in any one field since it covers western as well as Eastern Europe, literature, political history, the visual arts, landscaping, and architecture. The strength of the essay is that it reminds one of the multi-faceted aspects of Romanticism and thus reinforces the "discovery" (recovery?) of the fact that there is indeed a revolutionary, progressive side to Romanticism as well as an anti-libertarian, reactionary side. Two of the most interesting contributions are those of writers (Peter Hacks, "Der Meineid Dichter" and Günter Kunert, "Pamphlet für K."). The Hacks piece is a brilliant acerbic tour de force worthy of Friedrich Schlegel himself, whom Hacks excoriates as the fountainhead of all German Romantic idiocy. It is the only thoroughly negative (and dated, one-sided) view in the entire collection. What makes the Kunert piece particularly and poignantly fascinating in the awareness that he is dealing as much with his own existential choices as with Kleist's. The sardonically ambiguous title "Pamphlet für K." is perhaps the most eloquent plea in the entire collection for "rehabilitating" those areas of existence examined by Kleist and the Romantics as well as by their post-Romantic progeny (Büchner and Kafka, among others). Kunert cites an "official" description of Kleist in Das Lexikon deutschsprachiger Schriftsteller (VEB Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig, 1972) portraying him as confused, bordering on the pathological, and a victim of "fatalistischer Pessimismus." .His response: "eine Welt, die sich als 'gesund' deklariert und ihren Diagnostiker für krank, sov/eit selber der Normalität enträt, daß sie ihre eigenen Gumpel neatly suggests all this in her subtitle: the language of exemplarism and experimentation, for "concrete" poetry is exemplary in the East and experimental in the West. Obviously we are confronting two diverse kinds of poetry sailing under the same flag (the term, however, occurs only rarely in East German publications). The ideological schism is crystallized here in semantic cleavage: "In the GDR the criterion embodies an imperative to be 'exemplary' and thus stay within the confines of a sociopolitical setting that represents the object-world; in the FRG it constitutes a commitment toward a collective experimental enterprise bent on creating inimitable objects through literary art and on probing the material foundation of those objects" (xiif); setting bounds vs. breaking bounds, manifest content vs. new form, concreteness vs. concretion, dialogical vs. monological writing, Becher-Brecht vs. Benn, national(istic) vs. cosmopolitan movement. The capitalist provenience of the one is identified but Professor Gumpel shrinks from recalling echoes of Stalinism and Haziism in the other -the familiar paradox of one society shaped by revolutionary politics engaged in conservative aesthetics and another society with conservative politics bursting with radical aesthetics.
